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FOREWORD

This handbook on Mediterranean Ports was developed

as part of an ongoing effort at the Atmospheric Direc-

torate, Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Laboratory

(NOARL), Monterey, to create products for direct appli-

cation to Fleet Operations. The research was conducted

in response to Commander Naval Oceanography Command

(COMNAVOCEANCOM) requirements validated by the Chief of

Naval Operations (OP-096).

As mentioned in the preface, the Mediterranean

region is unique in that seve*el areas exist where

local winds can cause dangerous operating conditions.

This handbook will provide the ship's captain with

assistance in naking decisions regarding the disposi-

tion of his shi; when heavy winds and seas are encoun-

tered or forecast at various port locaticn.

Readers are urged to submit comments, suggestions

for changes, deletions and/or additions to Naval Ocean-

ography Command Center (NAVOCEANCOMCEN), Rota with a

copy to the oceanographer, COMSIXTHFLT. They will then

be passed on to NOARL, Monterey for review and incorpo-

ration as appropriate. This document will be a dynamic

one, changing and improving as more and better informa-

tion is obtained.

;Ion For
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS ',

Li

The support of the sponsors -- Naval Oceanography ,t:

Cozaand, Ztennis Space Center, MS: and Fleet Numerical

Oceanography Center, Monterey, CA (Program Element ton

O&M,N) -- is gratefully acknowledged. .bIllty Codes
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PORT INDEX

The following is a tentative prioritized list of

Mediterranean Ports to be evaluated during the five-year period
1988-92, with ports grouped by expected year of the port study's
publication. This list is subject to change ds dictated by
circumstances and periodic review. Computerized versions of these
port guides are available for those ports with an asterisk (*).
Contact the Atmospheric Directorate, NOARL, Monterey or NOCC Rota

for IBM compatable floppy disk copies.

NO. PORT 1991 PORT

;., GAET!1, ITALY *32 TARANTO, ITALY
*2 NAPLES, ITALY *33 TANGIER, MOROCCO
*3 CATANIA, ITALY *34 BENIDORM, SPAIN
*4 AUGUSTA BAY, ITALY 35 ROTA, SPAIN
*5 CAGLIARI, ITALY 36 LIMASSOL, CYPRUS
*6 LA MADDALENA, ITALY 37 LARNACA, CYPRUS
7 MARSEILLE, FRANCE 38 ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT
8 TOULON, FRANCE 39 PORT SAID, EGYPT
9 VILLEFRANCHE, FRANCE SOUSSE, TUNISIA

10 MALAGA, SPAIN SFAX, TUNISIA
11 NICE, FRANCE TUNIS, TUNISIA
12 CANNES, FRANCE BIZERTE, TUNISIA
13 MONACO SOUDA BAY, CRETE
14 ASHDOD, ISRAEL VALETTA, MALTA
15 HAIFA, ISRAEL PIRAEUS, GREECE
16 BARCELONA, SPAIN
17 PALMA, SPAIN 1992 PORT
18 IBIZA, SPAIN

19 POLLENSA BAY, SPAIN KALAMATA, GREECE
20 LIVORNO, ITALY CORFU, GREECE
21 LA SPEZIA, ITALY KITHIRA, GREECE
22 VENICE, ITALY THESSALONIKI, GREECE
23 TRIESTE, ITALY

*24 CARTAGENA, SPAIN DELAYED INDEFINITELY
*25 VALENCIA, SPAIN
*26 SAN REMO, ITALY ALGIERS, ALGERIA
*27 GENOA, ITALY ISKENDERUN, TURKEY
*28 PORTO TORRES, ITALY IZMIR, TURKEY
*29 PALERMO, ITALY ISTANBUL, TURKEY
*30 MESSINA, ITALY ANTALYA, TURKEY
*31 TAORMINA, ITALY GOLCUK, TURKEY

iv
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PREFACE

Environmental phenomena such as strong winds,
hich waves, restrictions to visibility and thunderstorms
can be hazardous to critical Fleet operations. The cause
and effect of several of these phenomena are unicue to
the Mediterranean region and some prior knowledoe of
their characteristics would be helpful to ship's
captains. The intent of this publication is to provide
cruidance to the captains for assistance in decision
makinc.

The Mediterranean Sea recion is an area where
complicated topographical features influence weather
patterns. Kcd.batic ;.inds will flow through restricted
mountain gaps or valleys and, as a result of the venturi
effect, strencrthen to storm intensZity in a short period
of time. As these winds exit and flow over port regions
and coastal areas, anchored ships with large 'sail areas'
may be blown aground. Also, hazardous sea state
conditions are created, posing a danger for small boats
ferrying personnel to and from port. At the same time,
adjacent areas may be relatively calm. A glance at
current weather char-ts may not always reveal the causes
for these local effects which vary drastically from point
to point.

Because of the irregular coast line and numerous
islands in the Mediterranean, swell can be refracted
around such barriers and come from directions which vary
greatly with the wind. Anchored ships may experience
winds and seas from one direction and swell from a
different direction. These conditions can be extremely
hazardous for tendered vessels. Moderate to heavy swell
may also propagate outward in advance of a storm
resulting in uncomfortable and sometimes dangerous
conditions, especially during tending, refueling and
boating operations.

This handbook addresses the various weather
conditions, their local cause and effect and suggests
some evasive action to be taken if necessary. Most of
the major ports in the Mediterranean will be covered in
the handbook. A priority list, established by the Sixth
Fleet, exists for the port studies conducted and this
list will be followed as closely as possible in terms of
scheduling publications.
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1. GENERAL GUIDANCE

1.1 DESIGN

This handbook is designed to provide ship

captains with a ready reference on hazardous weather and

wave conditions in selected Mediterranean harbors.

Section 2, the captain's summary, is an abbreviated

version of section 3, the general information section

intended for staff planners and meteorologists. Once

section 3 has been read, it is not necessary to read

section 2.

1.1.1 Objectives

The basic objective is to provide ship captains

with a concise reference of hazards to ship activities

that are caused by environmental conditions in various

Mediterranean harbors, and to offer suggestions for

precautionary and/or evasive actions. A secondary

objective is to provide adequate background informatior,

on such hazards so that operational forecasters, or other

interested parties, can quickly gain the local knowledge

that is necessary to ensure high quality forecasts.

1.1.2 Approach

Information on harbor conditions and hazards was

accumulated in the following manner:

A. A literature search for reference material

was performed.

B. Cruise reports were reviewed.

C. Navy personnel with current or previous area

experience were interviewed.

D. A preliminary report was developed which

included questions on various local con-

ditions in specific harbors.

E. Port/harbor visits were made by NOARLW

personnel; considerable information was

obtained through interviews with local

pilots, tug masters, etc; and local reference

material was obtained.

F. The cumulative information was reviewed,

combined, and condensed for harbor studies.
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1.1.3 Organization

The Handbook contains two sections for each
harbor. The first section summarizes harbor conditions

and is intended for use as a quick reference by ship
captains, navigators, inport/at sea OOD's, and other

interested pers:nnel. This section contains:

A. a brief narrative summary of environmental

hazards,

B. a table display of vessel location/situation,

potential environmental hazard, effect-pre-

cautionary/evasion actions, and advance

indicators of potential environmental

hazaris,
C. lucal wind wave conditions, and
D. tables depicting the wave conditions result-

ing from propagation of deep water swell into
the harbor.

The swell propagation information includes percent
occurrence, average duration, and the period of maximum
wave energy within height ranges of greater than 3.3 feet

and greaLer than 6.6 feet. The details on the generation

of sea and swell information are provided in Appendix A.

The second section contains additional details and
background information on seasonal hazardous conditions.
This section is directed to personnel who have a need for

additional insights on environmental hazards and related
weather events.

1.2 CONTENTS OF SPECIFIC HARBOR STUDIES

This handbook spezifically addresses potential
wind and wave related hazards to ships operating in
various Mediterranean ports utilized by the U.S. Navy.

It does not contain general purpose climatology and/or
comprehensive forecast rules for weather conditions of a

more benign nature.

The contents are intended for use in both pre-
visit planning and in situ problem solving by either

mariners or environmentalists. Potential hazards related
to both veather and Ya' - are addressed. The

1-2
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oceanographic information includes some rather unique

information relating to deep water swell propagating Into

harbor shallow water areas.

Emphasis is placed on the hazards related to
wind, wind waves, and the propagation of deep water swell

into the harbor areas. various vessel
locations/situations are considered, including moored,
nesting, anchored, arriving/departing, and small boat
operations. The potential problems and suggested pre-

cautionary/evasive actions for various combinations of
environmental threats and vessel location/situation are

provided. Local indicators of environmental hazards and

possible evasion techniques are summarized for various

scenarios.

CAUTIONARY NOTE: In September 1985 Hurricane Gloria raked

the Norfolk, VA area while several US Navy ships were

anchored on the muddy bottom oi , 1-4y. One

important fact was revealed during this incident: Most

all ships frigate size and larger dragged anchor, some
more than others, In winds of over 50 knots. As winds and

waves increased, ships 'fell into' the wave troughs,

BROADSIDE TO THE WIND and become difficult or impossible
to control.

This was a rare instance in which several ships
of recent design were exposed to the same storm and much
effort was put into the documentation of lessons learned.

Chief among these was the suggestion to evade at sea
rather than remain anchored at port whenever winds of
such intensity weie forecast.
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2. CAPTAIN'S SUMMARY

Although Tangier z3 technically an Atlantic port, its weather

patterns are heavily influenced by the 6ame metecrolc;ical condi.-

tions that effect the Mediterranean Sea. For this reason and because
Tage fal 'hn COMSIXTH4FLT's area of responsibility, ;. ha

been included i;n this series of guides.

Tangier is situated on t1he southern side of- th'e V'S-er7n a -

proaches to the Strait of Gibraltar near 350 47'N. 5 04Q'W Figure

45

K SPAIN

35 T 5

SN0 SE 10

Figure 2-1. Ports of Northwestern Africa
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TFgigier is located in Tangier Bay about 7 n ml (13 km) east of

Ca'c Spartel or the northern coast of Morocco (Fizure 2-2). With the

exeption of the area directly south of the northern :reakwater, the

port is exposed to waves and swell generated by north and northwest-

erly winds normally associated with cold frontal passage. North-

easterly or easterly winds, associated with Levante conditions in

the Alboran Sea, are funneled through the Strait of G3ibraltar and

effect primarily the northern anchorage area.

37 
~S P A IN 

M L G
ROTA

GIBRALTAR
36

OF

If

Figure 2-2. Tangier arnd approaches to the Strait of Gibraltar.
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7he port Isprotected by the surround Irg tpqah cr

southwest, east, and west winds (Figure 2-3). A breakwater/quay

protects the port from the majority of the effects of north-nort-h-

westerly winds. However, swell generated by these winds c~n reach 3

feet (6 m) and has oreviusly breached the breakwater dsrv?

hNCHORAGE AREA

N

QUA

V-A ANCHORAGE AREA
2

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 1

L35*47N NAUTICAL MILES

Figure 2-3. Port of Tangie r
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storage containers on the pier. Ferry service across the straits is

suspended during these episodes. In addition, northwest swell re-

flects off of the eastern shore of the Tangier Bay and causes an

east-west back and forth motion in the anchorage area east of the

port and inside the port. This movement has, on at least one occa-

sion, broken the anchor chain of a submarine.

There are two primary anchorage areas in Tangier. One is locat-

ed approximately one nautical mile north of the breakwater and is

used by vessels with drafts greater than 25 ft. The other is just

east of Quay #2 and is used by small ships and submarines. The clay

and sand bottom provides good holding. Tidal range is 7 ft (2 m) and

there are no strong currents in the harbor. Fleet Landing is located

at the passenger ship quay.

Visibility is generally good. Occasional early morning zero

visibility can occur in spring and summer but improves by mid-to-

late morning.

Specific hazardous environmental conditions, vessel situationz,

and suggested precautionary/evasive action scenarios for the Port of

Tangier are summarized in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1. Summary of hazardous environmental conditicns for the Port of 7,

VESSEL LOCATIt'N/ EFFEC'

HAZARDOUS CONDITION INDICATORS OF POTENTIAL HAZARD S ETAT ON A IED
SITUATION AFFECrED

Levante winas/wayes " Strong winds Advance warmn oret - harbo -j-_

from N- tc E - Locally known as * Clouds building te east is a local

'evarte'. indicator of the onset of Lavante.

I A weak to moderate Levante is nearly

constant gurina the warm season. Strong I Onset of Levarte will cccw as the

ep.soaes are most likely to occur ir barometric pressure at Gibraltar becomes 2' Anctorale 1 5.

the May to September period but can occur higher than at Tangier.

anytime dircng the year,

Typical strong event has daytime winds

0 ?0-40 Vt with highe gusts. Night-

time wirds decrease to 12-25 kt. 
Arhorage

Struonqe events 35-45 it with gusts

to E( kt.

Strorg e,ents may last 3-7 days.
S Tvpcal strong event is accompanied Arrzvinqibear-nj

by high swell in open waters. Heights
of 5-7 ft max 1v ft have been

experienced in the strait with 7-10 ft (5 Small boats -!

being experienced in the northern

anchorage area.

C Little or no swell enters the harbor.

2. Strong N to MW winds -Caused by cold Advance Warning fI Moored - harbor

frontal passage. # Clouds building to the vest is a good

* Most lihkely to occur October to April, local indicator of the onset of north-

* Typical event has 30 kt winds with northwest winds.

45 kt maximum. Lasts from a few hours
up to a day. D Deep pressure falls often accompany

* Typical event is accompanied by high these active systems.

(20 ft (6 m)) waves.

f Swell effects northern anchorage area

and also reflects off eastern shore of (1, Anchorage I

bay and enters harbor.
4 Waves and swell have breached northern

seawall.
(3) Anchorage 2 -

(4r Arrt v n(a-etartanc a i

(5) Small boats (a) Sm

2-5
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'u5 environmental conditions for the Port of Tangier, Morocco.

VESSEL LOCATION/
HAZARD SSELA LOATFONT' EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARU/EVASIVE ACTIONSSITUATION AFFECTED

il mored - habor al mirimal effect

H farbor well protected frog east winds. Additional
mooring lines oay be required to reduce vessel movement

in strong winds,

" e:,m (2' 1Anora'e I a' Windwaves ipac., the anchorage with full open ocean force.

* Lee steite, fcr shalloi draft ships is available on the
east siae of Tangier Bay. No shelter is available for deep
draft vessels.

A~cnJaoe 2 a' Minimal effect.

* Relativels veil protected from east winds by mountains to
the east.

14 Arrvinq/Departcnq (a' Minimal effect.

f Normal approaches car, be made with easterly winds.
'5 Small boats (a, Smal! boat operaticr curta:led under high wind/wave conditions.

boats should not be operated in waves exceeding 3 ft ,I v.
* Winds of 12 kt or greater rapidly raise waves exceeding

small :,2.t limits.
# boats s:s,uiC stay in harbor in winds above 22 kt.

Moored - harbor (a) Minimal effect
3goc H Narbor is protected -rom north-northwest winds,

Additional m,orinQ Lnes may be required to reduce vessel

movement during strong winds. Containers or, pier should

be moved prior to strong episodes.
I Swell reflects off east side of Tangier Bay and may enter
harbor causing back and forth movement of ships at
fleet landing.

(2' Anchorae I a) Wind/caves impact the anchorage with full open ocean force.

T There is no lee shelter available for large ships in Tangier

Bay. Ships unable to remain at anchor oust sortie until

conditions abate.

(3) Anchorage 2 (a) Effects of wind/aves vary with wind direction.

# Anchorage area 2 is relatively well protected from northwesterly

winds. As the winds tecome northerly the area becomes vulnerable
to the full impact o' the wind/vaves.

(41 Arr(inuIpeoatino (a) Wind/waves may make approaches to the harbor and anchorage

areas hazardous.

(b) Winds may make vessel handing difficult at sloe SCA.

(5, Small boats (a) Small boat operation curtailed under high wind/wave conditions.

# Boats should not be operated in waves exceeding 3 ft (Q a).

# Winds of 12 kt or greater rapidly raise waves exceeding

small craft limits.
# Boats should not leave harbor in winds above 22 kt.



SA ONAL SUMMARY oE HAZARDOUS WEATHEL CONDPITIONS

(Much of this information has been adapted from Brody and Nestor,
198 0 ) .

WINTER (November thro-uqh February):
* Strong north to northwest winds, usually foliowirtq . clj

front, accompanied by high swell. Winds typically 30 kt with

higher gusts.
Strong southwesterlies may precede cold front. These winds

may be as st ronig as 'he followinq northwesterlies. These

events are ofi rn preceded by short, stiong Levante.
West to northwest waves, generated out in the Atlantic,

appear as swell (period 6-10 sec-) at the outer anchorage

and can last for days.

SPPING March through May):

* Early spring similar to winter

* Late spring, strong northeast to east winds (Levante) occur.

Typical strong event, with gusts to 40-60 kt, can cause

7-10 ft (3m) swell at northern anchorage area.

SUMMER (June through September):

* Weak to moderate Levante is nearly constant throughout

summer (producing fully arisen seas) interrupted by

occasional strong events.
* Infrequent thunderstorms, normally not severe, occur.

AUTUMN (October):

* Short transition season as winter weather returns by end of

month.

Strong north to northwest winds will accompany vigorous cold

fronts, usually late in the month.

NOTE: For more detailed information on hazardous weather conditions,

see previous Summary table in this section and Hazardous Weather

Summary in Section 3.
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3. GENERAL INFORMATION

This section Is intended for Fleet meteorologists/oceanogra-

phers and staff planners. Paragraph 3.5 provirls Ageneral discus-

sion of hazards and Table 3-1 provides a summary of vessel

location/situation, potential hazards, effects-precautionary/evasive

actions, and advance indicators and other information about the

potential hazards by season. (NOTE: check page iv to see if a

computerized version of this port study is available).

3.1 Geographic Location

Tangier is located at 350 47'N, 5049'W on the southern side or

th- western approaches to the Strait of Gibraltar (Figure 3-1).

N

40~ SAR&NLAI'

ALGER

OROCC O
0 60 120

NMI AT 35N

1w N E 0 

Figure 3-1. Ports of Northwestern Africa.
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The Port of Tangier Is situated In the Bay of Tangier about

seven n mi (13 kmn) east of Cape Spartel on the northern coast of

Morocco (Figure 3-2).

SPAIN MLG
ROTA

oN

36 

GIRLA

0,0

5N

Fiqure 3-2. Tangier and approaches to the Strait of Gibraltar.
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The port is protected by the surrounding topography from south,

southwest, east, and west winds while a breakwater/quay (3,970 ft

(1,210 m long) shelters the port from the major effects of north-

westerly winds; however, northerly swell does enter the port area

and can cause interruption of some operations (Figure 3-3).

I I

ANCHORAGE AREAI
N1

50
48'W 5047' 30"W

3504 7'30'N

V. '. ANCHORAGE AREA

0 0.1 0.2 0.3I I I

34NNAUTICAL MILES

Figure 3-3 Port of Tangier
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3.2 Qualitative- Evaluation cf the Port of Tangier

The Port of Tangier is open on the northern semi-circle but,

because of the breakwater/quay, north or northwest winds do not

normally disturb operations in the harbor- Swell generated by these

winds will, however, enter the harbor and affect ships at anchorage.

Ships at the quay and fleet landing, located near the passenger ship

quay, are usually protected from this swell. Occasionally, however,

an exceptional event of strong northwesterlies, normally associated

with a cold frontal passage, will generate 20 ft (6 m) waves breach-

ing the breakwater. During a recent episode, high waves dcstroyed

storage containers on the breakwater quay. Additionally, northwest

swell can reflect off the eastern shore of Tangier Bay causing an

east-west wave motion in the anchorage area east of the port and

inside the port itself. During one such event, a submarine exoeri-

enced a broken anchor chain. Ships at the passenger quay/fleet

landing may have to sortie to avoid part-ing lines.

There are two primary anchorage areas in Tangier. One is locat-

ed approximately one nautical mile north of the breakwater/quay and

is used by vessels with drafts greater than 25 ft (7.5 m). This

anchorage is exposed to the aforementioned northwesterlies and also

to the strong easterlies (Levante) that frequently occur in this

area. The other anchorage is just east of Quay #2 and is used by

small ships and submarines. This anchorage is protected from the

Levante and the clay and sand bottom provides good holding. During

strong Levante episodes, ships at the passenger quay/fleet landing

berth =an move to the east side of the bay where the topography

provides a lee shelter.

3.3 Currents and Tides

There are no strong currents in the harbor area of Tangier. The

tidal range is 7 ft (2 m).

3.4 Vsblt

Visibility is normally good. Occasionally, early morning visi-

bility can lower to zero then lift by early or late morning. This

would most likely occur in the spring or summer months. For the

3-4



ocean area around Tangier, visibilities less than 1/2 n ml occur

three percent of the time in August and only one-tenth of a percent

in February. Annually, visibilities greater than 2 n mi occur about

97 percent of the time (Naval Oceanography Command, 1987).

3.5 Wind and Weather

Tangier is geographically situated in an area characterized by

generally good weather. However, there are some exceptions as

described in the following paragraphs.

3.5.1 Northwest Winds

Northwest winds will usually accompany cold frontal passages in

the T~nnir area. Many wintertime cold fronts are vigorous enough to

bring strong winds to the southern Mediterranean area. Note that

northwest winds arriving at Targier have not had a long over-water

trajectory and are partially diminished by the landmass of Spain.

Often, early autumn and late spring cold fronts will not be very

strong when passing Tangier. As expected, the strongest cold frontal

passages occur during the winter months.

Waves generated by the northwest winds can affect certain areas

of the port. The outer, deep water anchorage is affected directly

because it is outside the breakwater and exposed to the wind and
waves. On occasion, waves will be high enough (20 ft (6 m)) to

breach the breakwater/quay causing damage.

Southwest winds will generally precede cold frontal passages

and can be as strong as the northwesterlies following the front.

But, because of the topography, the port area is well protected from

southwest winds and waves.

Forecasters tracking cold fronts in the eastern Atlantic should

be alert for those cold fronts which have strong cold air advection

from north to south behind the front. These are the fronts that

penetrate into the southern reaches of the Mediterranean and cause

strong winds and waves at Tangier. According to mariners in the

Tangier area, clouds building to the west is a good local indicator

of the onset of northwest winds.
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3. 5.2 Levante

The Levante is an easterly or northeasterly wind that occurs in
an area from the coast of southern France to west of the Strait of
Gibraltar. It can occur as a result of several different weather
patterns. The most typical situation is when the Azores High extends

northeastward over Spain and southern France into the Western Medi-
terranean Sea with relatively lower pressure over the Gulf of Cadiz.

With a large anticyclone over western Europe and a low pressure
center over the southern Western Mediterranean Sea, the Levante will

be widespread and destructive. It can be accompanied by rain and
extend through the strait and into the Tangier area. The topography

of the strait will cause a channeling of the wind and wind speeds
are higher in the strait than on either side of it. Levante winds

are usually northeast in the western Mediterranean but will be
easterly in the strait and spread both north and south after passing

through the strait. The Levante at Tangier is usually easterly.

The Levante wind brings the most troublesome conditions to the
port of Tangier. Although the Levante can occur year-round, local

mariners indicate that between May and September is the period of
most frequent occurrence. However, gale force (33+ kt) Levante winds

can occur in any month with storm force winds occurring during
strong events. Wavcs of 7-10 ft (3 m) can be experienced at the

outer anchorage while little or no swell will enter the harbo.
Ferry service across the strait will be curtailed during strong

Levante episodes.

If the gradient level winds at Tangier are north of 0900, there
will be no low-level turbulence. Winds from north of 0900 are

generally cver water (through the strait) and therefore relatively

non-turbulent. Gradient level winds south of 0900 (about 130-1400)

are over terrain and cause strong low-level turbulence in the
Tangier area. In Tangier Bay, surface winds of 25 to 30 knots can be

accompanied by gusts up to 60 kt. Local mariners watch for clouds

building to the east as a clue to the onset of the Levante.
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3.5.3 Swell

Waves other than those generated by the northwest winds arid/or

the Levante occur at the outer anchorage. These waves are in the
form of swell generated out in the Atlantic and can last for days at

a time.

3.6 Seasonal Summary of Hfazardous Weather Conditions

The seasonal patterns in the western Mediterranean/eastern

Atlantic area will vary in response to the movement of the Azores

High. This high moves southward during winter, allowing low pressure

systems to move in over Europe. The high builds rnorthward as summer

approaches and storms affecting the Tangier area become lesr

frequent; in the middle of summer, migratory storms are nearly non-

existent. Much of the information in this section is adapted from

Brody and Nestor, 1980.

A. Winter (November through February)

The winter season is characterized by cold frontal passaqes

which bring strong southwesterlies preceding the front and strong

north to northwest winds following the front. A vigorous front with

a strong low pressure center south of 50ON will generate winds of

30-45 kt with higher gusts. High waves will accompany the northwest

winds following the front. Significant thunderstorm activity may

also follow passage of these fronts.

The Levante wind can also occur in winter, but not as frequent

as in summertime. Levante episodes in the winter however, can be as

strong or even stronger than those in summer.

Precipitation at Tangier is representative of an Atlantic,
rather than Mediterranean, coastal port. Yearly totals average about

35 inches, occurring mainly between October and April. Winter tem-
peratures are rarely near or below freezing and will last for only a

few hours.

B. Spring (March through May)

Springtime in the Tangier area is noted for periods of stormy

winter-like weather alternating with false starts of summer. Temper-

atures are warming, and storm events are decreasing in both strength
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and frequency. By late spring, Levante winds are more frequent.

Because late spring Levante winds are nearly uninterrupted. fully

arisen seas are common. Typical strong events, with gusts up to 40-

60 kt, can cause high waves outside the protected harbor area.

Precipitation amounts fall off cnnsiderably in May.

Although visibility is generally good at Tangier, occasionally

It can lower to zero in the early mornings and lift before noon.

These episodes of restricted visibility are due to fog and generally

occur in the spring or summer months.

C. Summer (June through September}

The Levante wind is most frequent in summer and easterly winc's

occur uninterrupted for days at a time at Tangier. Strong Levante

episodes can occur throughout the summer, similar to those described

above (Spring).

Of course, temperatures are at a maximum in summer. Midday

readings of 100OF (380C) are not uncommon. Precipitation is at a

minimum in summer, especially in July and August. Thunderstorms,

although uncommon and not relatively severe, occur at this time of

the year and can often be accompanied by hail.

D. Autumn (October)

Autumn is a short season in this area of the world and usually

lasts for only the month of October. It is a transitional period and

by month's end, winter like weather is occurring. Infrequent thun-

derstorms can occur and precipitation increases to winter-like

amounts.

3.7 Local Indicators of Hazardous Weather Conditions

Local port personnel have indicated that very few helpful hints

exist in the area to help mariners forecast the onset of bad

weather. The best local indicator is cloudiness associated with the

northwesterlles (clouds to the west) and with the Levante (clouds to

the east).
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Forecasting cold frontal passages can be accomplished using
common meteorological practices in concert with available synoptic

charts and satellite imagery. For Levante forecasts, the shipboard
forecaster should become familiar with the following Levante onset
and cessation rules adapted from Nestor and Brody, (1980):

A. Forecasting sudden onset of Levante conditions in the
Gibraltar area during thp summer requires the tracking of old cold

fronts as they move southwestward along the coast of Spain. Movement
of the cold fronts can be followed by observing changes in humidity

and wind direction from the normal sea breeze at coastal stations.
Two very useful ztations are Alicante (08359) and Malaqa (08482).

B. A gale force [-evante in the Strait will commence when north-

westerly winds at 300-mb over central and south Spain veer to 0140".

C. Strong Levante winds in the Strait of Gibraltar o,.zcur when a
large pressure dftterence exizts between Gibraltar and Tangier with

the hiohest pressure at Gibraltar. Ufe the followinq values as a
guide noting that the strongest winds may not be evenly distributed

across the Strait from north to south:
2 mb gradient = east 30-38 kt

3 mb gradient = east 36-45 kt

3 mb gradient = east 43-53 kt

5 mb gradient = east 48-58 kt

D. During Levante conditions in the Strait of Gibraltar, east-

erly winds at Tarifa (08458) gives a close ap-

proximation of the winds in the Strait. Note that Tarifa does not

transmit a OOOOZ weather observation.

E. During Levante conditions in the Strait of Gibraltar, the

area of maximum easterly winds is normally quite narrow, only about
2 n mi wide and can extend 60 n mi westward of the Strait north of

360 N. A general easterly wind flow of 15 to 20 kt will produce a

maximum band of 35 kt winds.

F. Strong Levante conditions occasionally cause an eddy in the

low-level flow southwest of Tangier and can be seen in satellite
imagery. A cold ocean eddy is sometimes found in the same area.
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G. Forecast a Levante to end, especially in the Strait of

Gibraltar, when a depression passes across either the British isles

or France and its cold front begins to cross the Iberian Peninsula.

Since westerlies replace easterlies while the front is some distance

to the north, the front need nct progress as far south as Gibraltar
r e t , Levant to_ cease.

3.8 F:.ctective and Mitigating Mtasures

Local maritime personnel have indicated that protective

neasures are ri'eded only infrequently. The harbor area (including

the inner anchorage) is generally well protected while the outer

anchorage is subject to high waves from either the northwesterlie

cr the Levante.

In the event of strong northwesterlies, ships anchored in the

outer anchorage may need to sortie. in an extreme case, waves can
break over the breakwater/quay exposing the passenger quay

berth/fleet landing area to hazardous waves and/or debris swept from

the quay. Occasionally, northwest swell will reflect off the east

side of Tangier Bay and cause an east-west motion in the harbor.

Ships anchored at the inner anchorage must sortie during these

ocurrences to avoid breaking anchor chains and/or dragging anchur.

During strong Levante episodes, ships anchored at the outer
anchorage may want to sortie to avoid high waves. Ships at the

passenger quay/fleet landing berths may move to the east of Tangier

Bay for lee shelter, avoiding high winds. Normally, waves from

Levante winds do not enter the harbor area.

Obviously, small boats will be in danger in either the north-
west wind occurrences or the Levante episodes. Note than ferry

service across Gibraltar Strait is curtailed during strong wind

events.

3.9 Summary of Problems and Actions

Table 3-1 is intended to provide easy-to-use seasonal

references for meteorologists on ships using the port of Tangier.

Table 2-1 (Section 2) summarizes Table 3-1 and is intended primarily

for use by ship captains.
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Table 3-1. Potential problem situations at the Port of Tangier, Mor

VESSEL POTENTIAL HAZARD EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS A D V

LOCATION/SITUATION

a. Levante wrat wave, - Strcnc inds a, .2. a'tp e4' ,:-t P a 't at ce'-hint aevn.

from northeast o, east. Car be a:companiec Ao~:tina . ..' neS "a, 00 "'t.: t -

O'0:ru vear-rono; by rain in cool sason. tel :,eer, -r: str.3,- opitc:a:.

mre Trequent in
nuaaor coltha,

iCc,- October to b. North to Northwest winds - Strona winds b. Harbor is protecte from nort
5
-r-t?,vect 1. 1n

i. unpo cold ?n.. Can be strn episodes, addctional eiorlno :ies xa, te r,ecene.Aprii. usually accompanyin coid fr"n s l r be I I

gusty and generally lasts a ca, or lost, Exceptionaill strong episodes car generate aeo e

with sweli lasting another 2-3 days. enoug, to brea:t rea ateipter. Cortainers ane .te-

equipment stuc be tater off pier ir suc;t cases. 3,el>
can ref'e:- c,'f east sde of t ,e Da, an, enter harbor,

(ausinq bath and f,%rth motc:nn of ships at flet lanciin.

Additional lones may be requied.

a. evante ainos waves - Strong winds a. Otter anchorage eiposed to Levarte einds'aaeo. Lee sret, r

from norteat or east. Can be accompanieO for shallow draft ships is available on the east side ,4

Outrs yea,-round; by rain in cool season. Tangier Bay. Deep draft ships may need to oroted at cso

more frequent in when strong Levante event is occurring.
suller months.

Occur. October to b. North to Northwest winds - Strong winds b. Full force of north or northwest winds is felt at the outer

April. usually accompanying cold fronts, Can be anchorage. There is no shelter available in Tangier harbor

gusty and generally lacts a day or less, for large ships. P,otect at sea if necessary.

with swell lasting another 2-3 days.
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,iem .ituations at the Port of Tangier, Morocco - ALL SEASONS

P ECATIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATION

ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD

t- e D a hn areas. .Te tevantE n.cal[, icurs when tne AZO'es HIQ0 eltr.!S
, i~e,. te ' . tr: nrr'theastva', over .pain and southern France. Conseque-t>,
, -:r~-: str: onps, , Levaite events a-e frequent in summer montha. 0,:,Wever, winter

ePisones may be stronger than summer episodes. Gale force
Levantes occt, in an, molnt. Waves of 7-It, ft 3U Lan -,-EL,

at the outer anchorage while little cr no swell enters the
harbor. If Tanger's gradient level winds are nort o

+ 
00'

erpect little low level turbulence; expect low level turbulence
if gradient winds are south of 090 f130-1401i. On the bay, gusts
of 60 kt can accompany 30 kt sustained winds. Local indicator

of oncoming Levante is clouds building to the east.

--,ctertei fro north-r.ctriest ezn::. Durin b. North t. northwet wirds usually accompany cold frontal passages.
deo acC:t:onal :io zres 3ay te neeled. Strongest fronts occur late fall to early spring and are rare
: t-,:r episodes car generate waves large in the summer months. High waves (20 ft (6 I)) can occur at the

:,eavateriier. :ortaners and other outer anchorage and, on rare occasions, breach the breakwater
bs 'aer off Die, In sUch cases. 'Wel: pier. A strong northisouth cold air advection pattern should
eas: Eude f the oa, and enter harbor, alert the forecaster to the lielihood of strong w2nds following

3r,, ' i-r motion of ships at fleet landinc. frontal passage. Local mariners watch for clouds building to
-J. .1-es ma, be required. west or northwest as a pre:urso* to north'northwest wind onset.

. -aos eo..sed to Levarte windn/waves, Lee shelter a. The Levante typically occurs when the Azores High extends
crat ships is available on the east side of northeastward over Spain and southern Prance. Consequently,
l3- Deei dat shops may need to protect at sea Levante events are frequent in summer months. However, winter

'-cr; Levante event is occurring. episodes may be stronger than summer episodes. Gale force
Leyantes occur in any month. Waves of 7-10 ft 31i can occur
at the outer anchorage while little or no swell enters the
harbor. If Tangier's gradient level winds are north of 090'
expect little low level turbulence; expect low level turbulence
if gradient winds are south of 090' '130-1401). On the bay, gusts
of 60 kt can accompany 30 kt sustained winds. Local indicator
of oncoming Levante is clouds building to the east.

0' f onorth or northwest winds is felt at the outer b. North to northwest winds usual]y accompany cold frontal passages.
', . rere os no shelter available in Tangier harbor Strongest fronts occur late fall to early spring and are rare

*,,ge ships. Protect at sea if necessary. in the summer months. High waves (20 ft (6 a)) can occur at the

outer anchorage and, on rare occasions, breach the breakwater

pier. A strong north/south cold air advection pattern should
alert the forecaster to the likelihood of strong winds fnllowing
frontal passage. Local mariners watuh for clouds building to

west or northwest as a precursor to north/northwest wind onset.



Table 3-1 (continued)

VESSEL POTENTIAL HAZARD EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS
LOCATION/SITUATION

.nne Ancho,aqe. a. Levante wisswaves - Strong a.cnds i. Minimal effect - Inner anchoage p,.,tecte,
from n,rheast ,east. CaL E accsearec fron east ,r northeast w:-d5 ,'e, , tc

Occurs yean-r,,s; by nr, ur Opo oet, opograpny around the haroc :f Tan. wwr;2
more frequent zr to east side of Tangier Be'a 61i> vs, .ce leo
summer months, shelter ,f needed.

Occurts October tr b. North to Northwest wnds - Strong 6cnds L. Generally, the inner anchorage is frutectel or
April, usually accompanirg cold fronts. Can be nrrthwest Yindswaves. ceer, olrcnc ettremo.,

gusty and geenrallj lasts a dag or less, strong events, ncrthwest swei 4i:l reile:t -If
wth swell lasting another dajs. the eastern shore of the ba- ans cause a, east to

west action in the harbr .Atd:t ,:na a-:- - a-,

be req'irer during such eosodes

4. Arriein/Departlig. a. Levante winds/waves - Strong winds a. lnner apprace to haror are noraliy not a
5
eted

from northeast or east, Cas be accompanied during Levante. Outer aoproache are not grstetted
Occurs year-round; by rain in cool season, and experience high windswaves. Stact :' Gubraltar
more frequent in Ussaiiy has higner winu,,waves due t,: funnelig
summer months. effect of topography.

Occurs October to b. North to Northwest winds - Strong winds b. Both outer and inner approaches to harbor are exposed
April. usually accompanying cold fronts. Can be to north or northwest winds/waves. Ships arriving from

gusty and generally lasts a day or less, Strait of Gibraltar will experuence sodden increase in
with swell lasting another 2-3 days. northwest winds once clear of sheltering topography.
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Table 3-1 (continued)

-T PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATION

ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD

"nImal effect - Inner ancho'age pr'tectee a- The levante Iypucally occurs wheo the Azores High- ertends*'co ea : )r ncr:neast acrds ' a~ e oue to n "Ir " Pao t a rd ove r Spain and o: thor r Pra n e. C .rae o 'nt 7cn"pogrph arouc the harbor cf Tangier. 4cving cevante events are frequent in summer months. However, wieurrE::east side o
f 
Tangier Gay will prov~ie lee episodes may be stronQer than summer episodes, Gale 'crceuro lonedeo. Levantes occur in anr month. Waves of 7-10 ft (3m) can occor

at tre outer anchorage while little r no swell enters the
hartcr. If Tangier's gradient level winds are nort :.f 05,
expect little low Evel turbulence; expect low level turbuiorce
if gradient winds are south of 090' (130-140',. On the bay, o,,sts
of 60 kt can accomoar 30 kt sustained winds. Local indicator
of orcomling Levante in clouds building to the east.

, 5ere,ally, the inner anchorage us protected from b. North to notthest winds usually accompany :old frontal passages.nsrhvest wcrds,wive . However, during extremely Strongest fronts occur late fail to early spring and are rarestrong events, northwest swell will reflect off in the summer months. High waves (2f' ft (6 a!; can occur at the
the eastern shore of the bay and cause an east to outer anchorage and, on rare occasions, breach the breakvate,vet action in the harbor. Additional anchors a, pier. A strong north~south cold air advection pattern shouldo reqire, during such episodes. alert the forecaster to the likelihood of strong winds foliowing

frontal passage. Local mariners watch for clouds buildln to
west or northwest as a precursor to north/northwest win6"onset.

:ner approaches to harbor are normally not affected a. The Levante typically occurs when the Azores High extends
during Levante. Outer approaches are not protected northeastward over Spain and southern France. Consequent:s,vn/ epercence Tigh winds/waves. Strait of Gibraltar levarte events are frequent in summer months. However, winter,snzlly has higher winds/waves due to funneling episodes may be stronger than summer episodes. Gale fo-cee/fect of topography. Levantes occur in any month. Waves of 7-l0 ft (3m) can occur

at the outer anchorage while little or no swell enters the
harbor. If Tangier's gradient level winds are north of 0901
expect little loe level turbulence; expect low level turbulence
if gradient winds are south of 0901 (130-140'). On the bay, gusts
of 60 kt can accompany 30 kt sustained winds. Local indicator
of oncoming Levante is clouds building to the east.

c. Ioth ote' and inner apraches to harbor are exosed b. North to northwest winds usually accompany cold frontal passages.to north or northwest winds/waves. Ships arriving from Strongest fronts occur late fall to early spring and are rare'Iraz of Gibraltar will experience sudden increase is in the summer sontfs. High eases (20 ft (6 m)) can occur at thenorthwest einds once clear of sheltering topography, outer anchorage and, on rare occasions, breach the breakwater

pier. A strong north/south cold air advection pattern should
alert the forecaster to the likelihood of strong winds following
frontal passage. Local mariners watch for clouds building to
west or northwest )s a precursor to north/northwest wind onset.



Table 3-1 (continued)

VESSEL POTENTIAL HAZARD EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS

LOCATION/S ITUATION

~~ a. L~~~ e~ante wo~s wa~e - 3ir i; ca

z-ca eartea . jr. be ,:rp~rE
Cccur5 ea,-r,-jnd; t. rair in 1cj~osl n sm;

Summer Iontrs. 00'e.

occuir bc~er5 . North tc, No~thwest Yirrde - trcrg winC n.4aA! boat operation- t:1, 19 6ao a E .

A~~.usually accooanyino ccolt fronrtc. Car. 62 fOrr .por wat , vinds :f ! yt ;-ea'ttr *

gLt an' generaly la5t5 a ta@, Of lecs. sees tc sma2! c-f 3 tIt 1' r- r a s. -5i?.
witn we:1 lastirt ancJtrer >2 cr.S&6" boats us,,ally 6:!! n,"

. :kt or1'e
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S 3-1 (continued)

RECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS 
ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATION

ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD

a. e tevanto typilcal: .'r' when the Azores Hign extenos
?-trteactward oyer pi and southern France. Cons'equptlv,

Levan.e events are f-egjent in summer months. However, wirde'
..... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ PI1-E mo.-,. , ~'~~rt wnseice ay be stronger than summer episodes. Gale force

1 Levantes occur in an, month. Waves of 710 ft (3m.

at the outer anchorage while little or no swell enters tne

harbor. f Tangier's gradient level winds are n c' e

expect lcttle low leavd turbulence; expect low level tirbL'ence

if radiern winds are -outh of 090' 13,-l4 '. On the bar, gusts

of 60 1t car. accompany 30 wt sustained winds. Local indicator

of oncoming Levante is clouds building tctt, eas.

: .u'.d r.i f on l'ues. b. North to northwest wrrds usually accompany cold frontal passages.
.2 or vato :an rayoe Strongest fronts occu- late fall to earis spring and are rare

cns ft i ml' In a short time. in the summer months. igh waves (20 ft E ,, can occu at the

n, c l: eae v dr w--o" .inCt nuer anchorage and, -i rare occasions, breach the breakwaterpier. A strong corth'south coid ai advecton pattern should
alert the forecaster to the likelihood o7 strong winds fcIlowing
frontal passage. Local mariners watch for clouds building to
west or northwest as a precursor to north/northwest wind jret.
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APPENDIX A

Ceneral Furnose Oceanoqzaphi.c lnforma: .

This section provides some general definitions recar'ing

waves 3n( is extracted from H.O. P1c. No. 6 C3, Prc iI -h

for Observing and Forecasting Ocean Waves [Pierson, Neumann, and

James, 1955

Deflntions

Waves that are being generated by local winds are e

Al. waves that have traveled out or the gener01-:= ari -:

_nown as Seas are chaotic in period, height an i -

tion whieI swell approaches a simple sine wave pattern as

distance from the generating area increases. An in-between state

exists for a few hundred miles outside the generating area ano 4s

a condition that reflects parts of both of the above definitions.

in the Mediterranean area, because i fetches and oper s&

expanses are limited, SEA or U- 3 conditions will prevai.

The "SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT" is defined as the average value of

,the heights of the one-third highest waves. PERICD and WAVE

LENGTH refer to the time between passage of, and distances be-

tween, two successive crests on the sea surface. The FREQUENCY

is the reciprocal of the period (f = I/T) therefore as the period

increases the frequency decreases. Waves result from the trans-

fer of energy from the wind to the sea surface. The area over

which the wind blow - i known as the FETCH, and the length of

time that the wind has blown is the DURATION. The characteris-

tics of waves (height, length, and period) depend on the dura-

tion, fetch, and velocity of the wind. There is a continuous

generation of small short waves from the time the wind starts

until it stops. With continual transfer of energy from the wind

to the sea surface the waves grow with the older waves leading

the growth and spreading the energy over a greater range of

frequencies. Throughout the growth cycle a SPECTRUM of ocean

waves is being developed.

A Beaufort Scale table with related wave effects 1s shown on

the following 2age.
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DISTRIBUTION

SNDL

21A1 CINCLANTFLT
2 1A3 CINCUSNAVEUR
22A1 COMSECONDFLT
22A3 COMSIXTHFLT
23B3 Special Force Commander EUR
24AI Naval Air Force Commander LANT
24DI Surface Force Commander LANT
24E Mine Warfare Command
24G1 Submarine Force Commander LANT
26QQ1 Special Warfare Group LANT
28A1 Carrier Group LANT (2)
28BI Cruiser-Destroyer Group LAN4T (2)
28D1 Destroyer Squadron LANT (2)
28JI Service Group and Squadron LANT (2)
28KI Submarine Group and Squadron LANT
28LI Amphibious Squadron LANT (2)
29A1 Guided Missile Cruiser LANT
29BI Aircraft Carrier LANT
29DI Destroyer LANT (DO 931/945 Class)
29EI Destroyer LANT (DO 963 Class)
29F1 Guided Missile Destroyer LANT
29GI Guided Missile Frigate (LANT)
2911 Frigate LANT (FF 1098)
29J1 Frigate LANT {FF 1040/1051 Class)
29Ki Frigate LANT {FF 1052/1077 Class)
29LI Frigate LANT (FF 1078/1097 Class)
29N1 Submarine LANT #SSN)
29Q Submarine LANT SSBN
29R1 Battleship Lant (2)
29AAl Guided Missile Frigate LANT (FFG 7)
29BB1 Guided Missile Destroyer (DDG 993)
31A1 Amphibious Command Ship LANT (2)
31B1 Amphibious Cargo Ship LANT
31G1 Amphibious Transport Ship LANT
31H1 Amphibious Assault Ship LANT (2)
3111 Dock Landing Ship LANT
31J1 Dock Landing Ship LANT
31M1 Tank Landing Ship LANT
32AI Destroyer Tender LANT
32C1 Ammunition Ship LANT
32GI Combat Store Ship LANT
32H1 Fast Combat Support Ship LANT
32N1 Oiler LANT
32Q1 Replenishment Oiler LANT
32S1 Repair Ship LANT
32X1 Salvage Ship LANT
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32DD1 Submarine Tender LANT
32EE1 Submarine Rescue Ship LANT
32KK Miscelaneous Command Ship
32QQ1 Salvage and Rescue Ship LANT
32TT Auxiliary Aircraft Landing Training Ship
42N1 Air Anti-Submarine Squadron VS LANT
42PI Patrol Wing and Squadron LANT
42BBI Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron HS LANT
42CCI Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron Light HSL LANT
C40 Monterey, Naples, Sigonella and Souda Bay only
FD2 Oceanographic Office - NAVOCZANO
FD3 Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center - FLENUIMOCE.ANCEN
FD4 Oceanography Center - NAVEASTOCEANCEN
FD5 Oceanography Command Center - COMNAVOCEANCOM (Rota)

copy to:

21A2 CINCPACFLT
22A2 Fleet Commander PAC
24F Logistics Command
24H1 Fleet Training Command LANT
28A2 Carrier Group PAC (2)
29B2 Aircraft Carrier PAC (2)
29R2 Battleships PAC (2)
31A2 Amphibious Command Ship PAC (2)
31H2 Amphibious Assault Ship PAC (2)
FA2 Fleet Intelligence Center
FC14 Air Station NAVEUR
FD1 Oceanography Command
USDAO France, Israel, Italy and Spain
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OSC=INX Comander Director, Institute of
Attn: Weather Div. (0=,3-W) Coastal Eng. Rsch. Con Physical Oceanograpty

MacOill ArB, FL 33608-7001 Kingman Blcg. aaraldsgade 6

Ft. Belvoir, VA 22C60 2200 Copenhae N.
Chief of Naval Research Denmark
Library, Code 01232L Central Intelligance Agency
Ballston Tower #1 Attn' OCR Standard Dist. The British Library

800 Quincy St. Washington, DC 20505 Science Reference Library A)

Arlington, VA 22217-5000 25 Southaton Bldqs.

Defense Logistics Studies Chancery Lane

Office of Naval Research Information Exchange London WA JAW
Code 1122 MM, Marine Meteo. Army Logistics Manage. Can.
Arlington, VA 22217-5000 Ft. Lee, VA 23801 Couzander in chief

Attn: Staff Meteorologist &

Comuandant Commanding Officer Oceanography Officer

Hdq. U.S. Marine Corps USCG RESRAZN NO-thwoOd, fiddleaex EA6 3ap

Wasbington, DC 20380 Yorktown, VA 23690 England

Officer in Charge NOAA Mteorologie NatIonal.S

NAVOC7A DET Oceanographic Servs. Div. SMtIDocumentation

Naval Educ. & Trng. Center 6010 Executive Blvd. 2, Avenue Rapp
Newport-, RI 02841-5000 Rockville, M 20852 75340 Paris Cedex 07

France
Co ang Officer National Climatic Canter

Naval Research Lab Attn: L. Preston D542X2 Mteorologie Nationals

Attn: Library, Code 2620 Federal Bldg. - Library I Qual Branly

Washington, DC 20390 Asheville, NC 28801 75, Paris (7)
France

CII an NOAA Rsch. Facl-ities Canter

Oceanography Dept. P.O. box 520197 Ozeanographische
U.S. Naval Academy Miami, FL 33152 Forscbungsantalt Bundeswahr

Annapolis, M 21402 Lornsonstrasse 7, Kiel

Chief, International Affairs Tederal Rpublic of Germany
NAVPGSCOL National Weather Service

Meteorology Dept. Code 63 8060 13th street Institut fur Meereskunde Der
Monterey, CA 93943-5000 Silver Spring, MD 20910 Universltat Bzinburg
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